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“It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light. ” Aristotle Onassis.
Editorial
Welcome to the June issue of A New Ulster we have a strong line-up for you this
issue. This is my second attempt at this editorial I deleted the original as it was a debate on
online bullying with a focus on the poetry scene. After careful consideration, this isn’t the
time or the right platform for such a debate.
Putting words together in a coherent pattern can be challenging enough, focussing
on the editorial process is also difficult combine that with waiting for test results for cancer
and a genetic defect made the task even harder. Any way after months of unknowing (hah!)
I finally got my results back. I do not have cancer or the genetic defect of the MSH6 gene
which runs in the family, with that worry no longer on my mind I can get back to focussing
on poetry and prose again.
What then should my focus be considering how few words I allocate to myself each
month for musing and discussion? How about the 1910 political turmoil caused when the
British Liberal party attempted to raise taxes on the wealthy to support the rest of British
society? The fact that the house of lords rebelled and blocked it and how the Conservatives
would manipulate the political system here to gain the majority in parliament? No too much
like politics sadly and that is something I promised to keep out of ANU.
How about the increase within some circles were quite often Cis White anonymous
‘social commentators’ attack the positive changes within media portrayal of over ethnic
identities. Examples include comics, movies and now tv. Marvel has been on the receiving
end of such tirades and now so has Star Trek. I suspect that many of these commentators
are just trolling to get a response still it happens.
Take Star Trek Discovery the show will feature a female captain and a female first
officer and commentators have attacked the show saying they won’t watch someone who
can’t speak good English or “Oh no another person of colour and or woman taking a man’s
role”. Some even cite Turnabout Intruder as examples that in canon women can’t command
a starship. They overlook Janeway, Rachel Garrett, the Captain of the Saratoga and many
more. Worse Trek in a show about social and racial diversity which makes you wonder what
show have they been watching.

Amos Greig Editor.

Biographical Note: Seán Ó Sirideán
Seán Ó Sirideán is a poet & writer living in Belfast, Ireland. Seán was
born and reared in the small south Armagh village of Bessbrook where
he attended St Paul’s High School.
This is where he first picked up his love for poetry and literature.
Seán’s first collection of poetry entitled ‘The Ramblings Of A
Bessbrook Boy’ is now available for pre-sale exclusively via his
website and has already received glowing reviews.
Screenwriter and poet Tom Flannery who wrote the forward for the
book said about Seán:
“When I read this collection, I hear music between these
words. Because Sean writes both for the eye and the ear, a
delicate balance that he pulls off wonderfully here. Sean is a
complex, driven man who communicates with a disarming
simplicity. And if you think that’s easy, ask yourself why so
few others can do the same.”

Rainy Night In Belfast
(Seán Ó Sirideán)

It’s a rainy night in Belfast,
The clouds come tumbling in.
As all around the New Lodge –
No noise, no sound, no din.

The cold rain batters my face
As I look up to the sky.
And then I think of Bessbrook
My God, I want to cry.

The coldness of this city
It eats away my soul.
If it wasn’t for my shadow
I’d forever be alone.

It’s a rainy night in Belfast,
And the chill my bones it shook.
And I sit alone in New Lodge,
Thinking of you, sweet Bessbrook.

Biographical Note: Mathias Hamborg Hjordt
Mathias Hamborg Hjordt was born and raised in Copenhagen. He comes
from a family of five and is currently studying at Niels Brock, located in
central Copenhagen. He has experienced a great deal in his life and has
only recently participated in a creative writing class in Dublin, brought to
him by ISB.

Preface
z
What you are about to read is me, and solely me. It will not diminish the poems worth to tell
you now, but simply prepare you. I believe all you have to do is think of what got you here,
up until the point you read this sentence. If you know that you will know what my poem is
trying to tell. With that I do only have one last remark; it takes some to carve one’s heart out,
but it takes the world for someone else to understand it.
Before we begin I also have to give credit where credit is due.
First of all I would like to thank Peter O’ Neill for guiding me through this process.
Furthermore I would like to thank my family, for raising me and giving me the inspiration
and material to write this.

More than the Eye Sees
Showered in moonlight that created a fading
Of the essence, which dreams are making,
Touching lightly, grasping for more
But all has its dose, to balance one’s core.
Grit trickled counting down waiting until daylight,
As a klepsýdra passionately twisted upright.
All fell, starting in silent commotion,
Each corn resembling a moment in motion.
Shadowy mists blowing in from the east,
Bearing the howl of a tremendous beast,
Conscious but unconscious, I could not figure
For what one wants; but does not know, stays a flicker.
Blank surface as a mirror like a reflection,
Showing a being’s perfect imperfection.
All deeds laid out both sweet & sour,
Following oneself until the very last hour.
Unpredictable, dynamic movement and impulse,
All moved, formed and then turned to repulse.
Constant discussion; What? When? Who? or Why?
Simultaneously as the winds of change blew by.
This place, as weird as it may seem,
Exists in all and is more than but a mere dream.
You might not see, but will definitely feel,
The effect of it is more than unreal.
Physical presence performs a visual effect,
In this setting only true minds will detect,
That everyone has potential to sprout as trees,
What lies under, is more than the eye sees.

Time Will Tell
The surface showed two threads intertwined,
Elegantly rotating, words hard to find.
However magnificent the bond might seem,
A wall was blocking the room in between.
Once blessed, and now cursed by time,
Likewise the two sides of a dime.
Found, unable to find mine,
Lost sight of the horizontal line.
One’s past always so crystal clear,
Spread out on the surface as a souvenir.
In contrast to the blurry mist far ahead,
No intention of retracing the grit, I once shed.
The beauty of ignorance is hard to measure,
What one does not know, you won’t miss the pleasure.
Dichotomy between sweet love and cruel hate,
Cannot be one or the other; or so says fate.
Mimicked Motion and emotion,
Believed in words and her promised enclosing.
Abandoned, lost walking without purpose,
Fixed my sight on the truth of the surface.
Because what are we without memory lane,
Empty vessels, doomed to be their own bane.
The past is there for a reason, as future and present,
Only with all co-existing can we fill the crescent.

Guardian in Decay
I see a white deer grazing, in the center of a valley,
Sweet, silent, awaiting and ignorant to the harsh truth of reality.
Punishment comes to the good-natured and not the error,
As dark crude branches pull it down under the mirror.
From my beginning to how it had protected,
As a silent guarding barrier, it had deflected.
Filtered the optimal world through its eyes,
Passed it down through sweet lullabies.
Born of stone, with a beating heart of gold,
Vaguely becoming silent, but façade that can’t unfold ,
Silent in pain, until its eyes would turn and ball,
For all plinths fall, when the abyss calls.

Chains of Olympus
The hinges that binds the world together,
Stand humble through wrath and weather.
A ceiling presence that holds and protects,
We are safe; but unprepared for future prospects.
The beautiful feeling of surviving is essential,
It does however not carry proceeding potential.
It has held us bonded, but sight turns to the mist;
Blurry and non-defining, we need to adapt to its twists.
Old tradition and work and has done so for long,
but emphasizing it will inevitably prolong;
The inevitable that we do not need to occur,
We need to take control, and our future conquer.
He is the man that he is, strong and with-standing,
Glorifying him would be a misunderstanding.
I respect him by heart and with all my might,
But see his flaws, which are my own tonight.

Fallen but not Forgotten
Time was harder than most could fathom,
To some you see; right through a phantom.
But that is just the ordinary degenerating mob.
Sawing, harvesting an ordinary degenerating crop.
Ordinary is largely a developed illusion,
Accepted by the mass; not to cause confusion,
But you and I we seem a bit indifferent,
Maybe because we act so diffident.
We share a bond; most uncommon,
Maybe because we have so much in common.
We were born the same and I followed your trace,
But the trail went cold, till we met at this sacred place.
Then I saw clear without even seeing,
The true magnificent nature of your being.
I do not believe I could have been that fool,
I realized and drew you out of the depths of a black pool.

Last but not Least
A flower bloomed in the desolate sand,
A blooming personality in a desolated land.
Unaffected, by the ages changing infection;
A plague in itself is contagious affection.
That which is a blessing, also contains a curse.
Her petals shimmering white; but I feared for worse.
Her body, mind and soul were not born of this time,
Were all is played fake; like a pantomime.
I will treasure you as you deserve,
I will teach you to stay true and preserve.
But a facade is necessary; to convincingly deceive,
I do not promise a better tomorrow but as me, believe.

As Time Goes “Bye”
Time has nurtured me, and turned me wicked
Breast, bottle, beverage and now ethanol liquid.
I have changed, perhaps for the better,
From a naïve, innocent, anti-pacesetter.
The sea, filled with pleasant memories,
My sanity and mind back then, were mere accessories.
Perspective has widened by the sight of two worlds,
The last still living in it, while I turned to the underworlds.
All are bound to the same motion around the clock,
Minutes, hours and days; until we hit bedrock.
We are all part of a cycle, but we have empathy,
We evolve individually, eureka for humanity.
Humanity is such a fragile subject,
lived for millennia’s; but history we neglect.
Caught up in our own arrogance and ignorance,
And so we will suffer under our own belligerence.
As all there is always another aspect,
Another creature beneath what we can dissect.
The human compassion and primal instincts,
Tied together we form our “characteristics”.
Because life is a setting and we have to play along,
Ultimately we are just looking, for a place to belong.
I am merely but decisively, an ordinary guy.
Watch closely before I disappear; as time goes “bye”.

Fate
Ideology dictated that all were settled,
Threads weaved, with future imbedded.
But deny it, define it, and take yourself;
A journey, you master, and be the future itself.
Nurtured and nourished, resembling a king,
Un-pragmatic idea of becoming anything.
Indiscreetly opened your mind to the truth,
Repulse the urge to use, the fountain of youth.
To believe in yourself, might be an anomaly,
To think yourself, create an odyssey,
To yourself, an insolvency,
Yourself, a mythology.
No need for rash decisions,
Trust the method, not visions.
They wrote, we read, and proceed,
We write, they will read, and never exceed.
We are all emperors, magnificent astral creatures,
Power to create, destroy, and create, we are keepers.
Small as tall, we have our part in the worlds weaving,
Weave it, destiny is relative and so is believing.

A New Day is Rising
Time is running out for me and yours starts,
As dusk turns dawn, we will be worlds apart.
Since I am bound to this place, by mind and soul,
When light comes; I will be as real as a ghoul.
Now I have bored you, almost to death,
But it is you own choice; to use the final breath.
I myself believe there should be some reason,
Or else this act of work would be treason.
You do not know me by name, but work of art,
If you lasted this long, you know me by heart.
For when all is said and done there is onlyconfusion ,
So enjoy the craic and forget the cynicism.
For all has a start and certainly an end,
And times is still out of our power to bend.
So you learn, you speak and once become heard,
Weigh your words carefully or taste the absurd.
Therefore you should always speak with purpose,
Share from what you bear; on your blank surface.
Or else why should people hear; that is certain,
Remember what I said as I pull down the curtain.

Biographical Note: Linda McKenna

Linda McKenna is originally from County Dublin but has lived in County Down for more
than twenty years. She has had poems published in A New Ulster, Skylight 47, Panning for Poems
and Lagan Online.

Delivery Day
(Linda McKenna)

We saw death being delivered today.
Polished and gleaming like any piece
of new furniture, but like unhoused
furniture faintly indecent. And startlingly
unprotected. No layers of foam or corners
of cardboard that we use so sofas and
bookcases don’t bruise each other.
Death was surprisingly narrow and
insubstantial looking, casually unloaded
from a shabby blue van, by men in jeans
and sweatshirts who blocked the pavement
where we stopped, surprised out of our mildly
spiteful office gossip, unsure whether
to laugh or bless ourselves.

Ash Wednesday
(Linda McKenna)

Before I can dig in the powdered blood and bone,
I clear the ground of what is dark and dank.
Leaves oozing slime, rotten stems, the dry carpet
of last year's crocosmia. I shrive the beds of
ground ivy, nettles, couch grass, filling bins and
bags. Ripping rubber gloves, sweating and straining
with the effort. The clay resists the clearing,
obstinate and unforgiving. When it gives way it is
thin and sickly or sticking in clumps around huge,
jagged rocks. Finally, what has survived the winter
stands, raw, naked and ashamed.
Every year the garden clamours against the purging
that leaves it unarmed against late frosts and floods,
and March's lion winds. Every year the pruned roses
sulk and shrivel and look like death.
And every year the rain washes the blood and bone
into each molecule of soil. Until oxygenated
and rich it sings in stems and leaves, flaunts
blooms, red and pink and perfumed that cover
all the thorns.

House Keeping
(Linda McKenna)

I live in a house of obsolescence, with
sideboards and fire screens, doilies and
traycloths, sherry glasses, and china bowls
made to serve food I'll never eat.
They are not heirlooms left to me by maiden
aunts, or Grandmothers who knew better days,
but they anchor me to this place more than
the bricks and mortar of my house, worry me
more than mortgage payments and comfort
me more than central heating.
When I touch them they give off faint
scents of beeswax, lavender, starch,
transporting me to where the Devil is bested
every day by never idle hands, and servant
girls cut wafers of Godliness off blocks
of pink soap, before breaking their fast.

Middle Child
(Linda McKenna)

Perfect in the perfect place you always find,
you float effortlessly, as symmetrical as a star,
as skilful as a silver fish that is really a princess.

Suspended in the waves as if caught by the invisible
ropes the pantomime fairy flies on, we underneath
gaping at her skill, her daring.

But yours is no illusion just another of the easy
accomplishments you offer to us who bookend you,
begin and end but never complete you.

We, striking out for the white waves beyond the
warning signs, swimming on until we are rescued
salty and scarred and sobbing.

Or cowering at the edge where the sand clings and
clogs like mud, sunburnt flesh stinging,
unblessed by the weightless, healing sea.

Never recognising the middle for what it is, not too
hot nor too cold, too hard, too soft, too big, too small,
the just right where all fairytale sisters should live.

Biographical Note: Bern Dwan
Always watching; always listening, the curmudgeonly commentator, Berni
Dwan, reminisces about her early life in the grey backwater that was
Dublin in the 1960’s and 1970’s, and reacts to life in modern Dublin,
middle age, old age and the stuff life flings at us. The words geek and
nerd did not exist then, but she retrospectively admits to being an
awkward combination of both. She continues to capture contemporary
Dublin life in her signature Frankly Blank Verse. As a teacher of English
literature, history and journalism, she is never short of inspiration.
www.oldfilibuster.com

Considering Deans Grange Cemetery to Ziggy Stardust
(Berni Dwan)
I glimpse
Two stars in the inky awning
Auroral beside their dimmer neighbours
Vigilant drill sergeants to
dead platoons.
I stop to watch those starry overseers
eyeing stone squadrons of
‘has beens’, ‘could have beens’, ‘might have beens’;
Prayers, doggerel, hackneyed quotes etched
on doleful slabs clad in lugubrious ivy.
Recent conscripts
Scrubbed; newly fashioned; boldly stamped;
Some aged warriors - fading; crumbling; dismantling;
sinking into their own parade ring;
Raw recruits betrayed by
fresh flowers on fresher mounds of clay.
Graveyard drill is not so much exhausting as, well, eternal
They’ve earned their stripes; won their medals; done their time in
life’s battles, skirmishes, mêlées
Scuffed with the daily grind like any old boot or shoe
Proof of participation
Immortality was never in the contract; they knew that
Some had a ‘good innings’; some went too soon; some stayed for the ‘long haul’
The road is empty; I slow down, testing my mettle against that phrase
‘Whistling past a graveyard’
Ziggy Stardust is blasting in my headphones; that will do.
Through the adamantine Victorian gate
I inspect the soldiery chiselled by masons since 1865;
Observe the starry drill sergeants eying
the rainbow regiments, the speckled squadrons
standing to attention.
Order at last, for this lot anyway;
No pulling rank here

Just Ziggy playing his interminable Last Post with
his spiders from Mars.
Tomorrow’s Reveille will be
the rush hour traffic.

Inspired by Leonardo da Vinci’s Expressions of fury in horses, lions and a man,
c.1504–5 in - Ten Drawings from the Royal Collection at the National Gallery of
Ireland, Dublin

Disco flare-up
(Berni Dwan)
Flares
flare out from my knees like the
flaring nostrils of a
war horse
rearing for battle;
like
Leonardo’s equestrian model for
The Battle of Anghiari
Colts neighing for fillies,
steam rising from flanks,
snort,
‘Do ya want to lurch?’
I rear back in panic
blinkered by adolescence
saddled with confusion
canter side-saddle
to slow set music I hate.
The Dublin rugby club disco
lacks the finesse of
the Viennese Spanish Riding School;
I should have stayed at home
Nineteen seventies
bridled brides send me
steeplechasing
to the exit.
Nineteen seventies
mares in
maternity wear
disincline me
to lurch.

David Bowie’ s ‘girl with the mousy hair’
instils a fear into me
more effectively than
any Mother Superior as
‘she walks through her sunken dream.’ 1
I am tethered to
those lyrics;
they put a halt to
my gallop.

1 Songwriters: BOWIE,

DAVID Life On Mars? lyrics © EMI Music Publishing, Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC,
BMG RIGHTS MANAGEMENT US, LLC, TINTORETTO MUSIC

Hairdressing Salon – weekday afternoon
(Berni Dwan)
Sculptresses of tresses
Trimmers of manes
Hair is your element.
Your clientele
rivals Shakespeare’s Seven Ages of Man
when it comes to
ruthless attrition.
You snip and shape and clip and curl
Delay the aging
Cover grey with colours
more preposterously named than romantic novels.
Tired sixty somethings with greying locks and traitorous roots
Leave with heads of their twenty year old selves
but with rings on necks like Jack-in-the-Boxes
Laughter lines beyond a joke
Lips depleted of youthful fulsomeness
Why would they bother?
But they do
and the girls dressed in black
Become intimate with the contours of their heads
preferred holiday destinations
annoying habits of their husbands.
They prattle about weight, hospital appointments, non-essential surgery
The girls in black nod emphatically
Vicariously take on their pain
for the duration of the styling session
And always, always - pressing social engagements
Weddings, dinner parties, school reunions, girls’ nights out
Ladies betrayed by roots are drowning in a social whirl;
The girls in black do their very best
To make them presentable.

Crumbling damsels totter in
Smiling, semi-apologetic;
Thinning grey threads
deftly rearranged
by the girls in black
ephemeral return trip to their crowning glory.
They say ‘thank you’ more than they should
Too polite to protest the water is cold
or that they cannot hear
over the rolling surround
sound of ‘greatest hits’.
They will see you this day next week
weather permitting; God permitting.
And then the debutante crashes through the door
smelling of youth and beauty; reeking of freshness
Her lush shock of brunette waves
hardly need the intervention of a girl in black
But sure why not?
Isn’t it a rite of passage; initiation into late adolescence
Sip your free cappuccino; share your impending excitement
with the girl in black who is chomping at the bit to sculpt your locks;
revel in the adoration of the time-worn and the care-worn,
You have sprinkled fairy dust on their march of time.

Typing School Dropouts
(Berni Dwan)
Set back in a terrace beside the flats and
St. Ultan’s Hospital for Children. The
ailing period house – dowager of bygone edifices is
shrouded in the steam coming
off the broth of the Grand Canal and the
exhaled matter of exhaust pipes;
Smog town.
The granite steps are broad and hard and
mounted from a litter-strewn pavement.
The once black front door is sandblasted
from the winds of history.
Two evenings a weekI will
walk down the canal from
Rathmines to Charlemont Street to learn, I’m told,
a useful skill as befits my female status
in 1977 Ireland. I will learn
to type. The spacious room is filled with
hefty Victorian desks capped with antediluvian typewriters black
and sleek as anthracite more resembling
industrial printing presses for masculine compositors than
organs of text production; humming harmoniums
of business for young ladies learning to
serve professional paters; political papas; flexing
slender digits before the command
‘Take a letter Miss Able’
Oh Christopher Sholes! What would generations of
diffident girls have done without your
obsequious invention? Kathleen Lynn managed without
your contraption. Medical doctor, republican activist, suffragist,
founder of St. Ultan’s Hospital for Children.
My typewriting ambitions are vain; I am
not the stuff of typist with
my fat fingers and obdurate hands. My dearth
of keyboard dexterity is egregious in 1977.
The most avuncular pater or papa would not want
my error ridden efforts. What is wrong with her?
they would wonder. Why can’t she tippity type type
smart and brisk like all the other good girls?

Sure it can’t be that different from
embroidery or knitting. That’s where I encounter
the ballroom dancer who also has the urge to learn to
type two evenings a week. Would she
be better using her feet? I wonder. The evening
our eyes meet across a crowded room of cowed
and febrile key depressors we stop, instantly realising
the senselessness of it all. Disturbing the leitmotif
of the collective carriage return. Strangers;
we leave the building together, sit on the hard,
broad steps and laugh like old friends at the nerve of us
thinking we could ever type for a living. Two smart ladies quit;
an agreed career about turn; perfidious break
from the sisterhood of secretaries. We are officially
Typing school dropouts .

Biographical Note: Heath Brougher

Heath Brougher lives in York, PA and attended Temple University. He is the
poetry editor of Five 2 One Magazine and co-poetry editor of Into the Void
Magazine. He has published three chapbooks, "A Curmudgeon Is Born" (Yellow
Chair Press 2016), "Digging for Fire" and "Your Noisy Eyes" (both by Stay
Weird and Keep Writing Press 2016). He is a Best of the Net Nominee and his
work has been translated into Albanian. He was the judge of Into the Void
Magazine’s 2016 Poetry Competition and edited the anthology “Luminous
Echoes,” the sales of which will be donated to help with the prevention of suicide
and self-harm. His work has appeared in Of/with, Chiron Review, SLAB, Main
Street Rag, The Angry Manifesto, Mobius, Blue Mountain Review, The
Seventh Quarry, Of/with, Gold Dust, Third Wednesday, Cruel Garters, Gloom
Cupboard, Picaroon Poetry, *82 Review, Otoliths, Fowl Feathered Review, and
elsewhere. When not writing he helps with the charity Paws Soup Kitchen which
gives out free dog/cat food to low income families with pets.

String of Thought
(Heath Brougher)
The thread of thoughts thinkings
the threat of thoughts thinkings,
hatred into the head
brinking
into sayings
the slither of said sayings
the slaughter of said sayings,
into the viscera or invading by osmosis the brain.
ears hear arsonist songs sung by anarchist loaves
of Nothingnessism.
F(r)ut(i)lity.

Bittersweet, Like Scar Tissue
All of this Life
and bittersweet tears
bitter in that all is now over
but to have had the opportunity
to experience You from
this particular stance of Sentience
to have felt Your Pantheistic Presence
in this shell of Human Body
among such a beautifully Telluric Existence
is a sweetness unto itself so very Manifest.

leaking

sinking

Interim
(Heath Brougher)
We are born into these lives
only to leave them—
to return to the Telluric fields
that gave birth to Mankind itself—
the very soil and air and waves
that allowed us to form, to evolve,
is simply at work and waiting
for us to return our elements to the Earth—
to be re-consumed and dissolved
by the soil, the healthy terrestrial rot of all life forms.

To Rebuild
What is first noticed
is resilience,
the ability
to rebound, bounce back regardless of how battered,
bruised,
or blighted.
The surface structure
rebuilt
as sunrays and lunar slices
dangle from
the sky.

is slowly

Somewhere there was a hope kindled
that it continued to burn
despite the decades
of bad luck
and harsh dusks.
It was permanent.
It was an endless restructuring.

so strongly

The Teasing Brain
(Heath Brougher)
Amputees who’ve
lost a leg
relieve themselves through a therapy
by sitting with their remaining leg outstretched on the bed
while they place a mirror on the other side
the lost-leg side
the no-legged side
and look at the mirror’s reflection of their leg across the bed
and this helps take away their feeling of a phantom limb
it tricks their brain into believing they have two legs
so beware what you see
for now we know the eyes
can fool the brain
into thinking something else entirely
it makes everything you’ve ever seen need to be reviewed and reevaluated
that is unless your eyes are just tricking your brain into thinking you need to do this.

Biographical Note: David Rigsbee
David’s new collection, This Much I Can Tell You, will be
published by Black Lawrence Press in August, and he has just
received word that Salmon Poetry will be publishing his
translation of Dante’s Paradiso, the first three cantos of which
were published in A New Ulster..

Flame
(David Rigsbee)
You wake up one day
and there are people’s umbrellas
maneuvering between cars.
And blocked sidewalks.
Someone speaks loudly as if giving
orders in a language you can’t
make out. His voice goes by
in the Doppler Effect.
Rain mutes color: blue,
red always. Flame is
rendered as neon, for instance,
like that sign that lights up
the old Pearl Paint building,
now boarded and locked,
and yet someone pays
continually for service.
The one you love turns
as plums do, left too long
in the same place.
The change feels instantaneous
but is not. My friend tells
of shoving her dead father
back into the grave in a recurrent dream.
He just kept reemerging, and she knew
forgiveness could not have meaning
until he had been dead long enough
to be actually hopeless.
Then resurrection is a thing,
if you push the bodies back.
It’s raining after all. It wouldn’t do
to pretend miracles on so
fresh a closing.

Not the Mighty but the Weak
(David Rigsbee)
It was in a library, or, what passed for a library
in an old house on the leeward side of a hill.
He could not hear the ocean, but it was there,
over the other hills, and sent clouds scudding
far inland. The leaves, furious, were falling.
He thought to blow them over the edge
so as to build the hill. There had been a stone
wall that went down to the stream, but it had
collapsed under some regime no one remembers.
There was Emerson, of course, and Pierce
and certain other madmen whose souls
reverberated in the silence of the books:
buckram and board, jaundiced paper, glue and thread.
He knew the condition and pitch of each soul,
but not of his own, for his life had spread,
extending first forward, then through memory.
But now it had mysteriously circled back upon itself.
Death was spreading through him now
because death was jealous of the intricate tracery
his life had arrogated to itself. But death’s decline?
Death’s own dying? That was the thing.
The comity of the dead, for whom
he had scant breath. Yet he was custodian.
Then Emerson said, “Do not mistake the thunder
for the verse. The incomprehensible poem
is the truest.” He also said other things,
or so the custodian thought, but mostly
it was the unremitting fury of the leaves,
the yawing of the shelves where he paced,
and sheets of dust. All the same, the house
stood, and the clouds crossed over in ranks,
their shadows through the window
passing over the stacks whose spines
darkened momentarily. The stream felt
them too, and took them briefly in
before taking them altogether, as if
completion was a subject fit for a library
whose freshest word murmured anxiously,
on and on, from an impossible distance.

Armature
(David Rigsbee)

The building was immense and empty.
I hoped Bede was right and that sparrow
would find the skylight and fly
his crazy route from one emptiness
to another, like the swallows in Wal-Mart
that flicker and dart among the girders.
When Zeus showed up, I pointed out
this was my soul, abandoned
and cheapened by consolation.
But I found I was addressing the air,
arm extended in frozen emphasis
like the statue of Saddam Hussein
the elated mob toppled and jumped on
revealing its cheap, spinal armature,
before peace and the real war began.

Ferguson
(David Rigsbee)

Protesters down Canal. Ferguson
in flames. Chanting. I had taken
the train from 59th St., after
a dinner party with foundation
trustees, monied people of the left
and a playwright who wrote
the double plight of assimilated
Muslims, of which he was one.
He spoke of what he had learned
from Roth, Bellow, and Potok
on the way to the Pulitzer.
London staged him. Chicago,
Lincoln Center, and Broadway.
I walked down the sidewalk next
to the heavy stone entrances,
the liveried doormen. I was
thinking again of my beloved
who never accepted my suit
or acquitted the fabric of its tear.
My daughter leapt up and flew
down the steps in pajamas
to join the crowd. I thought
of Bogan’s lines: "I shall not see
the face of my friend” and
"the country whereto I go."

Oversize Load
(David Rigsbee)
Of course, they left the “d” off.
People don’t see the use
of the past participle anymore.
Perhaps they don’t understand it,
its simple descriptive power.
Perhaps they have no feel for suffixes,
as for a thing grown irrelevant over time.
After all, docking the past
can be a good idea, sometimes.
I was fleeing depression that day
and headed out to the interstate.
I will not bore you with details.
There I listened to Roy Orbison
assault eternity with his high notes,
followed by the “55 Essential Tracks”
of The Everly Brothers. It was a lot
of emotion to cover, and the highway
seemed as good a place as any, since
the feeling of flight did its faultless
parody of transport and blended
with the changing landscape,
the humble farms transmogrifying
into the tacky suburbs that replaced them.
Before I knew it, I was over the state line
into Virginia, which I am reminded
is “for lovers,” as the billboard
used to say (only for lovers, you
had to wonder?). The smaller truck,
the one with the bad grammar,
used flashing lights to keep creepers
at a distance. No worries: no one
was eager to pass, anyway.
What I couldn’t yet process was
that there was another up ahead:
two pairs of trucks, each
with a smaller, trailing pickup
with revolving lights and that sign,
and before it, a squat semi, where
chained to each flatbed like Prometheus
after he had irked Zeus,
was a tank—an Abrams tank.
Twice I did a double-take

because what I could finally make out,
when I was pulling up closer,
was the barrel of the cannon, lowered
and trained squarely at me as I came on.
To what battles these were being sent
or returning—as is more likely—from,
there was no hint, only brown dirt
dried in the sprockets and tracks.
I thought: this is what poetry is,
although where my thought was leading
I wasn’t exactly sure. At least it was
a thought, not some random memory
hung with the taffy of association
or an image dredged up from an image bank,
the private person’s private store.
But the fact is, you grieve, and you
stare down the barrel of a cannon
at the same time, and you don’t know why
there should be a connection,
or how you got in range of such a thing.
And then it happens again, as if
to say, sic semper to chance.
Yet something yokes them both
in the mind and, as Wallace Stevens
would have said, the mind of the poem.
I have often noticed it, and I know
that you must have too. Let the poem
teach, let it point a finger and declaim
as the highway unrolls seemingly forever,
in the face of grief and the barrel’s mouth.
There was nowhere you could have arrived.
And the dark heart just sit there.

The Silent “E”
(David Rigsbee)

I was looking at a picture. The Cure
was playing in the background. It was one
of those gravel roads that begins wide
in the foreground—barbed fences in need
of fixing on either side, cincture-like, all
following a curve—until, only a small way
up from the frame, topping a little hill, it
quickly shrank from view, its vanishing point
a ditch of prairie grass. More hills followed,
rising where the road ended, though to say
that they rose doesn’t alter the fact
that if you squinted for just a moment,
it was neither hill rising, nor hill sloping,
but horizons superseding each other.
A band of steel-colored mountains, mid-frame,
appeared like a stratum from deep time,
showing how some species likely succumbed.
Above this, Constable clouds froze in place.
The rest, the upper third, was wholly sky.
To insert yourself in such a landscape
is to feel like the silent “e” in Anne, to be
there, and yet not to be at the same time.
For something happened that the photo
can only register as the yearning one brings
to something gone, the full empty landscape
so without you. It is as if you are part
of its perfection. You could remain
for hours, a pilgrim before the last shrine,
which was also the first, and though
it was finally put by, a picture, lost,
who would deny it was yours alone?
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Melancholia
(Kenneth Nolan)
When the night comes
Peace intimidated – does not stay
In the morning I awake again
Piercing grief – craving – hour by hour
Early stage comfort
Melancholic intoxication
Clanging –
Is the sound of a mad man’s pain
From my bed I admire my window
I wonder if the blinds will take my weight
Traversing – to the other side
Of this country road
Thus – the chord should accept my neck
Strikingly plausible the ease of death
I am friendly with my despair
Suicide is not fearful to me
Day by day I learn
To live with – Melancholia
Make the right decisions

I can stop sabotaging myself
Cleaving at my soul
I can be of great importance
In my own life
I can make a grave universal wave
Or another cup of tea

18 – The Crescent
(Kenneth Nolan)

It seems so much smaller now
Those memories I can access so readily, and display in cinemascope
The reality – ‘A Lego set’
Which quelled the capability of a growing mind
Every step I take – a recollection
A shattered window pane
Three-and-in, bulldogs charge, jam sandwiches
Lunch dates with a kindly old lady
Bigger boys less fragile
Adults – more fragile than us all
A boy with a developing dread
The destruction of the notion of a higher protector
The number 18 is an auspicious number
It signifies our entry into adulthood
Though, it relegates me back to when I was a child
Faltering – recoiling – some memories are not healthy to remember
Back in the present I sidestep the Snake-Pits in my mind
Forever leaving ‘The Crescent’ behind

Biographical Note: Sam Smith
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An Aura
(Sam Smith)

From mascara-dense lashes
like chisel ends
blue eyes look out from pancake make-up so thick
that the face
if face there is
is immobile

As deceptive as bare wire
with / without electric
none can know
what word / non-word
will this day provoke
the outburst
the finger-stabbing
accusation

Aside from the squeak of her nylon thighs
silence accompanies her into
whichever room she goes

Do poems have to make sequential dream sense?
(Sam Smith)

A tall thin man is being buried upright
in a drilled hole
by a family of six androids.

All the other stelas in this immaculate cemetery
are of faux black marble, gilt lettering.

For the thin man’s gravestone the androids
are pouring cement
over the cadaver’s top hat.

Perfumed with success she glides up to the dias, softens her voice to phlegm-purr
sincerity...
(Sam Smith)

In birdtable pecking order
quiet collar doves take precedence
over chack-cawing blue-eyed daws

Crowded together all sizes city people
swarm following swarm

still within the universe of animal compulsion
- appetites to be met, enemies to be avoided ,
attacked, repulsed here the half-life and the long death

squeezed out of small dwellings
pavement celebrities parade
each their barnacles

Of the seagull on her chimney nest
so too the riverbank swan
while the sitting bird leans out
to peck and replace
tidying around the nest
their partner brings home

as with any compulsive shopper
whatever they've been able to pick up
string or feather

Where only the madcap keep their balance
(Sam Smith)

In a country of cold and stone
where ice-sharpened mountains
stand before darker mountains
comes the chuckling croak of a two ravens
attending a death

As true as and as false
as faith and the theatre
in a house of shadows
mind’s unseen will be time-travellers
hauntings from beyond the future

Massed violins will
squash out a melody
as the green glow
of a gipsy funeral
emerges slowly
from the dense blue of night

Biographical Note: Mark Young
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A line from Marco Polo
(Mark Young)

My piano teacher is always late—will it ever
lead to true love? You
have to get naked when
no other oil is used. I'm
getting a message that
says I need an access
code, that the system I'm
running is probably better
suited for bludgeoning oxen.
Conventional wisdom is that
the alpha-male smirk did
not end the Stone Age nor
did the expulsion of a train
of stones traveling along
the bile ducts like marbles.

Time delay
(Mark Young)
is seen by many people
today as being
always in conflict,

unprofitable,
even possessing
fat blood sugar.

It stems from
lying with the
front of your

body turned toward
the ground. A
defining moment

before mandatory checks
on navigational abilities
were brought in.

& so the silences are
(Mark Young)

In the middle
of the night, just
before that first
or last train — a
kilometer of coal
heading for the
power station
up the highway
past the cattle
yards — rattles
through, I am
struck by the
possibility that
noise might have
been invented
to soften silence.

*

I walk out into
the garden. Words
are rattling in my
head, nowhere near

a thousand meters —
might possibly
measure one meter
if you stretched the
words out & wrote
their meanings in
after them.

*

The garden is
an infinite silence

until it starts
to talk to me.

On the verge of greatness
(Mark Young)
The problem with
GREAT DISCOVERIES!

is that every time you think
you’re on the brink
of making one

some other
GREAT DISCOVERY!
like email or aeroplanes,
the Oedipus complex or
the nature of black holes,
interrupts to totally fuck
your line of thought. It’s

happened to me again, & I
realise that a conspiracy exists
amongst the
GREAT DISCOVERIES!
to ensure the club remains exclusive.

I wonder if this discovery
entitles me to join. Feel a
momentary pulse of exhilaration.

Then I remember that line from
GROUCHO MARX!

about not wishing to join
any club that would have
him as a member

& decide
that in future

I shall go no further than

SMALL REVELATIONS!

E=mc²
(Mark Young)
Weight. Not from
the mass of the
object but from its
energy. What it
gives off, what

it brings to the
party. Nijinksi leaps
& makes the air
his stage. Einstein
is in the audience.

plasticity

The scattering phase shifts,
a change in the electron's
canonical momentum—even
for Heidegger authentic death

with its funky retro feel & bold
designs was a reprieve from the
pre-schismatic Orthodox worship
of the ancient Christian west.

A line from François Rabelais
(Mark Young)
It's time to connect the
dots—micro-computed
tomographic images
of the cloning lobby in
Australia do help control
rodent populations. Who
made it foolish to align
scientifically based sustainable coastal erosion with
the regulations for supply of
emergency contraception?
Choosing fracking for unconventional gas over raptor
biology allows academic &
corporate research to increase
its influence on the economy.
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Happiness
(Katherine Noone)

In my garden armed with watering cans,
a small boy and his little sisters
spray my thirsty flowers.
Your paisley shirt and floral dresses,
blend with primroses and daisies.

Hidden in the hedgerow,
your laughter trickles through.
You renew my belief in angels,
as I gaze out my window.
Look lovingly at you.

The Recliner
(Katherine Noone)

With solid oak frame
and tattered tweed edges
it sits in your den.
Hours of your latter years
are spent there.

In here , you observe the faulty light bulb,
flowers nodding off in their pots.
Telephone calls are made and received
many bring laughter, others tears.

The New York Times and it’s crossword
are scrutinized, worked on.
Thinning

fingers drop rings

between crevices and cushions.

Today, it stands sturdy as ever,
refreshed and renewed
with a satin slipcover.

But without you
so empty and eerie.

Saviour
(Katherine Noon)

Closure
there is no closure!
Like gaping wounds
tedious tasks of tomorrow
take hold.

Dawn dashes in
makes light of it all.
Renewing my faith
that I’m never alone.

Biographical Note: Otis Elliott
Otis is a British English Literature graduate now living in Berlin. He currently
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From The Belly Of An Audience
(Otis Elliott)
Among rubber, iridescent,
I am a stone,
seeing my tapeworm self now –
silent,
at the belly of an audience.
With my cormorant eyes glued to the ceiling,
white paste on hairy flesh,
icy aluminum to knackered back,
with the curve of the spine.
Remaining, mouth closed,
vocal chords burnt out by saying no too often.
In this particular type of hue,
and horror,
blind,
eyes half dilated,
half of water,
I am of atmosphere.
My body, nobodies,
my mind, dark as water,
swamp-like,
and of acid.
When the receptors are down,
I feel like mud.
And look
like I’m willing to.
White faced
and miserable.
Behaving like the solar system itself.

Of Aqua
(Otis Elliott)
From the planks of a dampened room,
dawn,
blumen suicides
draped over the mantels,
breathing sandpaper atmosphere,
resigned,
absolute.
Some hang like monkeys,
hooking tails
from aluminum ceilings,
where the only sense of design,
comes from consequential defeat.
And now,
for the first time in our bubblegum lives,
we flood,
outward, as the estuary,
leading elsewhere
than this manic cardboard platform
where we find ourselves at every sundown,
and rise.
The Pacific morning, what does it communicate to you?
Atlantic crucifixion,
half complete – never mind.
Couldn’t care less – they,
drunk on coal,
I, electricity,
plastic boned,
marching out into the courtyard
demanding my system is de-iced in an instant,
while orbiting the moon,
mane soaked in full fat cola.
Throw me to the lions,
Americans,

Britons,
and French,
swamping arctic,
Icelandic fury,
ahead – dueling landscapes with their armory disabled,
in waterworld, there are no victors,
only the floating corpses
of everyone you love and know,
bellies as buoys,
wet rotting nervous system.
By the arrival of Bangladesh
our clocks will have stopped
to a simple domino set chain of events,
our puddles becoming our ponds,
our ponds, our lakes,
our lakes,
our cities,
ourselves – of aqua.

Don’t Mind Me, Silver
(Otis Elliott)
Don’t mind me, Silver,
I’ve taken the rubbish out,
made the bed,
and I’m halfway through the washing up.
I knew you would take control at some point of the night –
but why do you always happen to trap me when I’m back at whatever place I happen
to be living - at that exact moment in time?
I’ve seen you ruin friends,
heard rumors of more,
but me, I’m just tired of it all,
and you’re just one part of the lift.
Don’t mind me, Silver,
I see you moving in and out of the hearts of the weekend –
troubled in the week, unnecessary, unplanned –
nobody thinks of you as ‘off duty’ –
nobody dreams of you sleeping.
I’ve settled for coffee,
you’re elsewhere now,
beginning the destruction of some other temple,
I, having crumbled long ago
under some teenage provision that I don’t wish to delve into again.
Don’t mind me, Blue,
starved as I was,
walking at six across swamping fields,
brushing past the hospital – itself,
struggling to stay alive,
myself – another spot of violet on a canvas of blue.
Imagine my eyes, dry on the landing – imagine my room an entrance inviting –
look at me mad, caught under the duvet, kicking out at whatever experiment I had
chosen to boil.
Don’t mind me, Blue,
but if you come this way again could you please leave me some bread in the bin,
I haven’t eaten in days and I’m becoming convinced that there’s Silver on the stove.
But that isn’t to say I’m involved,
only curious -now hold my hair back.
Don’t mind me, Blue,

I’ll come back to you –
as you (seasonally) do for me,
maybe we can meet in the middle this time,
become pale,
watercoloured,
where the hangmen are miles apart,
the gas is off,
and the only apologies made are those well-mannered,
devoid of colour.

The Tire Of The Housewife
(Otis Elliott)
It’s only until
around now,
with a five minute drink drained upon teak,
my dress akin to that of a widower approaching the corridor of her finality –
praying aside every successive step, hands clasped together, a framed scene of
heavens door -nobody near to tell her what that is specifically,
nobody to soothe her of her disappearance –
this is where I’m reminded of a solitary coastline,
stone and froth,
the swampy hell that often comes with it;
sat around
Stella,
silver
and chrome,
among tea leaf silence,
another suicide,
leaning on neon.
Context of water,
beautiful as a lover,
standing a step back,
in all confidence,
or ideals,
watching what tends to happen,
stepping again
in front of yourselves,
to witness the real estate of memory,
exacted – misery;
a room of mattresses,
doubted and dusty,
a bookshop of disposals,
poor young me,
muscular,
careful,
an essence of colour in my skin,
prior to wearing myself down,

as the tread of the tire,
the tire of the housewife.
Though,
knowing now,
exactly as I did then,
my feet, my remainders,
belonging to the ground –
for me alone –
there is no heaven,
there is no hell,
no life, nor death –
only a daydream
that at a moment could be extinguished, quenched or smothered,
as sudden as any person
or poem,
I could be willing to puncture.

We All Wilt Eventually
(Otis Elliott)
Now that I’m officially middle class,
I’m rapidly realizing my entitlements;
white faced and western,
penis hanging between my thighs,
I sit on a sofa all morning and talk about things that may or may not have happened to
me some years ago –
and ultimately,
these incidents may,
or may not,
have affected me in the way I may,
or may not,
think that they have,
though of course,
how am I supposed to know?
I, being anything but a trained doctor.
Pointless me,
and degree –
wilting and wavering like we do,
the bitter fruits of social mobility that neither side cares to approve.
He asks me questions,
I talk about my parents,
I don’t know why,
my innocent parents –
one lovely man, one lovely woman,
who aren’t here on the sofa,
who need no help –
I talk about my parents,
who aren’t here on the sofa needing help,
I don’t know why,
I talk about my work,
anything but me –
talk about my poems,
I see the doctors face change –
he wants to read my poems –
but he isn’t getting off the hook that easy,
no siree,

unlike me, he is everything that a trained doctor is –
and I want to see him work like a dog for his money.
Sweat for me Sir,
no, no,
I’m fine here, for now,
on the sofa,
waiting for you to fix me.

They say it could take years and years to undo the change,
that may,
or may not,
have been done to my head.
Which is funny,
because beer takes minutes,
whiskey seconds –
and I guess that’s why every vacant bar stool
is another mans sorry resting place.

Biographical Note: Gerry Stewart
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Renaissance
(Gerry Stewart)
Lucca’s ruddy arms enclose us,
rekindling the sun-drenched dream.
One perfect holiday picking grapes
followed by many-course harvest dinner,
laughter and wine late into evening.
Stirring beneath our footsteps
the same humid streets,
hemmed in by lush formal gardens
and blazing white stone churches.
Instead of hours spent exploring
quiet side alleys or in cafes
drinking, reading and chatting,
we wrangle our culture-restless offspring
to a local play park to run off steam
and hunt for a restaurant
that pleases picky eaters.
Smiles and complimenti follow us
once the head count is taken:
uno, due, tre, quattro bambini.
Four children greeted as a surprise blessing,
a gentle warmth we had forgotten
in our insular northern home.
Our first holiday with no agenda,
no family to visit.
We embrace the Italian slow stroll:
rich meals, an afternoon siesta,
pottering at the beach
under striped umbrellas,
eating fresh kokos.
We rewrite through their eager eyes.
A faster pace but less distance:
pizza, piscetti and pisagne,
ice cream twice a day,
the swing chair in the apartamento,
ambulances racing outside all night long
added to our memories of watercolour birch
and the kaleidoscope golden bricks
of our beloved walls.

Skeins
Waiting for Scotland’s Independence Referendum, 2014
(Gerry Stewart)
We are born of driftwood,
myth-speckled,
clinging to our shell
like Barnacle Geese.
A map of the north embedded
in our hollow bones.
We launch ourselves into the unknown,
seeking a home.
Our migration never complete,
instinct pulls us back,
growing stronger with the seasons.
I avoid counting days,
the decision out of my hands.
Soft wool stitches falling row upon row,
I nest, apples ripen, baking warmth
into the house with soft spice, cream.
The unravelling of the year.
Dissonance across the sea haunts me,
their ghosted song as they sail forth.
We watch with distant regret,
our voices faint with hope.

CHASING IRISH RUMOURS
(GERRY STEWART)
I stir the dust and bind whispers
from old books, the indexed past.
Tracing the route back
might revive the missing years,
but it won’t wake his ghosts.
The passed down bones of stories
return to this cradled beginning.
His grandfather fresh on new shores
left few clues to follow
the descent into the valley
to the church’s hard spine.
Ten surviving children
thrown to the winds.
Thirty blank years I cannot fill in.
The deadline looms.
I patch together 120-year-old records
to make his family line.
I smudge the discrepancies
between memory, names and transcriptions.
A fall-back position
against a hard exit.

Heinäkuu
Finnish for July - hay moon
(Gerry Stewart)
Another finale.
My belief in true summer stutters,
she cannot set a foot firm within me.
Rain tramples the rye fields flat,
exposing every nerve.
Pale green plaits
tight against my temples,
unformed kernels weighing me down.
I long to taste the ripe flesh
of each rolling day,
taste its warm promise,
but the husks shrivel and fall away.
Any chance of beauty rots
beneath my hesitant footsteps.
Lost in this maze of grass and sky,
my emotions swirl up like crows.
Their aching chorus of what cannot be stifled
all other sound in the humid air.
I allow the short sweet season
to tumble by unheeded,
wait for its quiet culmination.

Biographical Note: Ann Egan
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hospitals, schools, secure residencies and prisons. Her books are: Landing the Sea
(Bradshaw Books); The Wren Women (Black Mountain Press); Brigit of Kildare (Kildare
Library and Arts Services) and Telling Time (Bradshaw Books). She has edited more than
twenty books including, ‘The Midlands Arts and Culture Review,’ 2010. She lives in County
Kildare, Ireland.

November Dragonfly
(Ann Egan)
A tiny imprint of spindles,
your feet and legs stamped
on the hollows of the rock,
lake won’t take your shadow.
Red streak of your spine
mark you a troubadour,
a knight in his lady’s colour.
All your might teemed
within your slenderness,
absence of all ditherings,
sureness of your leaving,
a ribbon in Moorish air,
criss-crossing shadow’s lairs.
You sought the same crevice
in the rock I now sit on,
I tally in your medieval yard.
No flicker throws you back
To me, mid-winter moves in,
rock and lake a onetime battlefield,
wars done, warriors all gone.
A scattering of rushes and reeds
hush wildflowers’ wails to
let death rest and pass on,
your passing an absent power.
Water mourns the conflict
between you and your rivals.
A shadow traced in stone,
I dream colours of your return.

Cartwheel Leaf
(Ann Egan)
A leaf turns a cartwheel,
veins become spokes.
Wind whirls design
across a garden.
Circle passes beneath
a daffodil’s shadow
that casts last light over
another season’s glory.

Black Rat
(Ann Egan)
I am a rambling runnel rat.
I poke my snout where I please.
I revel in grey licey foulness.
My days of glory peaked in ‘47
when I made my grand tour.
I sojourned by the Black Sea,
traded mites for one cultured
in intricacies of oyster’s sand.
In Babylonian brothels, courtesans
scarlet-clawed, grasped me in to
atmosphere of mildew in elderberries.
Wanderlust drove me to barter
my pasteuralla for travel wares.
Like a child, I set off for Venice,
twinkling constellations, enchanted,
I joined a caravan of merchants
of rich brocades and flimsy silks.
I scuttled about canals tempted
by the grandeur of females.
Soon weary, I journeyed to Normandy,
passed awhile with a pilgrim group,
they prayed in plenty, wasted little.
My hollow stomach egged me on to
putrefaction of fallen red apples,
soon gnawings consumed my innards.
I scurried by barge to Folkestone,
flitted by brooks and silvery streams,
ghastly flowers waved me ever on.
I boarded the boat at Holyhead,
crossed seas snuggled in sackcloth.
My heart beat a hornpipe in Dún Laoghaire.
I saw pearly clouds festooned in rubies.
My roots, strong charms, lured me.
Lapped in platinum waters of rivers,
I arrived home feted and honoured.
I rented a murky mansion, cadaverous size,
proposed to an old flame, plain, wholesome.
Wanderlust spent, I settled down as
all good rats do, produced a proud progeny.

Mother’s Tales
(Ann Egan)
Through lips not fully closed,
your voice rises and falls,
sometimes holds a sound,
like the middle of a story
you tell from memory.
And when the story ends,
you’ll hum for another while.
If you stay with a note
I know you’ll tell one more,
wind whistling another way
through stems in the long grass,
you’ll rearrange their ways,
their songs, and talk of deeds,
making a new tale from the old.

Biographical Note: Manoj Nair

Manoj Nair works in the senior management group of a company based in
Bangalore,India. He was a Chevening Gurukul Scholar at the London School of Economics
in 2008 and is also a member of Mensa International. He is an avid reader and writes
short stories and poems. His short stories have been published in EastLit magazine and E
Fiction India.

Mirror
(Manoj Nair)
The mirror begs me to give it back it my original looks
I looked hard and deep into the mirror
Only to realize that my looks are not my looks
They are not my own.
Yes. They are a part of me or rather they are me.
But they are not my own.
My looks are what my mirror gives me
I need to look into a mirror to see what i look like
I can feel happy, have a smile curve up on my face
Or break into a grin
But how do i look when i look happy.
The mirror tells me.
Ground sand from the sea shore
Blasted through the furnace
A mercurial cloud emerges, laid onto a plain sheet. A mirror.
My father died,
We spread his ashes across the Ganges
The river flows mighty into the sea
The ashes, they come ashore
Form the sand
Ground sand, blasted through the furnace
My looks, the mirror gives me
Blasted through the furnace
My father’s ashes

Biographical Note: Jackie Oh
Jackie Oh is from Northern Ireland, currently working in retail and
studying for a fashion degree. Her influences include Jim Corrigan,
Laney Stewart and Randy Rusev. She is a keen reader of poetry and
hopes to expand the Irish dialogue through non-traditional approaches
to the medium.

Surviving
(Jackie Oh)
Only the birds and the homeless outside
really know what it's like to survive the night,
the sheep pressed against the hedgerows
wondering how to soften the wind.
I opened a window
in order to tranquillise myself
and found the rain to ask
too many questions.
On top of a pillow,
my dreams were not of anyone else.
My blanket was full of shame.
The alarm clock was lost to the night.

Penny's Worth
Melt down the pennies,
smallest denomination no more pretty halves
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SUBMISSIONS
NB – All artwork must be in either BMP or JPEG format. Indecent and/or offensive images will not be published,
and anyone found to be in breach of this will be reported to the police.
Images must be in either BMP or JPEG format.
Please include your name, contact details, and a short biography. You are welcome to include a photograph of
yourself – this may be in colour or black and white.
We cannot be responsible for the loss of or damage to any material that is sent to us, so please send copies as
opposed to originals.
Images may be resized in order to fit “On the Wall”. This is purely for practicality.
E-mail all submissions to: g.greig3@gmail.com and title your message as follows: (Type of work here) submitted to
“A New Ulster” (name of writer/artist here); or for younger contributors: “Letters to the Alley Cats” (name of
contributor/parent or guardian here). Letters, reviews and other communications such as Tweets will be published
in “Round the Back”. Please note that submissions may be edited. All copyright remains with the original
author/artist, and no infringement is intended.
These guidelines make sorting through all of our submissions a much simpler task, allowing us to spend more of
our time working on getting each new edition out!

June 2017’s MESSAGE FROM THE ALLEYCATS:

June is here and it is hot just like the contents of this issue.
We had 53 submissions this month. Where does the time fly? It
seems like it was only last week when we were busy making the
January issue meow!!.
Well, that’s just about it from us for this edition everyone.
Thanks again to all of the artists who submitted their work to be
presented “On the Wall”. As ever, if you didn’t make it into this
edition, don’t despair! Chances are that your submission arrived just
too late to be included this time. Check out future editions of “A New
Ulster” to see your work showcased “On the Wall”.

We continue to provide a platform for poets and artists around the world we
want to offer our thanks to the following for their financial support
Richard Halperin,
John Grady,
P.W. Bridgman,
Bridie Breen,
John Byrne,
Arthur Broomfield,
Silva Merjanin,
Orla McAlinden,
Michael Whelan,
Sharon Donnell,
Damien Smyth,
Arthur Harrier,
Maire Morrissey Cummins,
Alistair Graham,
Strider Marcus Jones
Our anthologies
https://issuu.com/amosgreig/docs/anu_present_voices_for_peace
https://issuu.com/amosgreig/docs/anu_poetry_anthology_-april

ANU Author Interview - Sara Mendes da Costa

About the Author:
Sara lives in Brighton & Hove on the south coast of England
with her long-term boyfriend and three entertaining, large male
cats, all of whom she adores. As only the fourth golden voice
behind the UK’s esteemed Speaking Clock service, since its
inception in 1936, Sara has never been far from the media with
many appearances on well-known television and radio shows.
An international voiceover artist, Sara’s voice is easily
recognisable from TV, radio and film and she thoroughly
enjoys the freedom of working from her own home studio.
An avid writer “often from the comfort of my bed”, she admits, Peanuts & Eggcups is her
hotly anticipated and five star rated debut novel. A lover of laughter, creativity, great
storytelling and a wee dram, Sara adores writing and seeks to entertain, uplift and inspire.
Upcoming novels: Maggie Ever After; Time & Time Again; Accidentally Alice
www.saramendesdacosta.com

1. What’s it like to be a voiceover artist, especially such a high profile one?
I must admit, in so many ways, working as a voiceover artist is really great. For me, life
and work are very much joined…the lines are blurred between them and seeing as I’m set
up in my home, it’s really important to have things ‘just so’ and to really enjoy what I do.
With voiceover work, I get to choose what projects I work on and when and I get to work
in my dressing gown or tracksuit! So glamorous! Seriously, though, I’m extremely lucky
to get paid for something I really enjoy.

I bought a second-hand voiceover/audio booth a couple of
years ago and it was in a bit of a sorry state. Big, black,
rusty, full of holes, and I made it my project. I lovingly
restored it to new glory and it’s now royal blue with a
huge Union Jack covering the door – I always think that’s
such a cool design. It’s rather like one of those big Union
Jack Smeg fridges! (only a lot warmer and usually with
less food) The inside is kitted out with all the audio
equipment I need and I don’t often need to step foot
outside the house in order to work; my office and studio
are just…there. It’s great for someone like me who likes
to work for themselves - on their own terms!

People often say ‘Oh wow. You’re a voiceover artist. How cool! How glamorous!’ Ha
ha….erm, well it’s probably a bit less glamorous than it seems! I work in a box, usually on
my own, sometimes with a producer talking to me down an isdn line or over Skype
through my headphones, and I do the job, deliver it wherever and then I don’t really have
anything to do with it after that. The ad, or whatever will appear on TV or on the radio,
maybe online, so it’s out in the public domain, but I’m not…it’s just my voice and I rarely
hear or see myself on anything! Don’t get me wrong, when I narrate documentaries, for
example, it is rather lovely to suddenly hear my voice all beautifully produced and placed
over the top of some amazing film footage that the lucky director has travelled half way
around the world to film.
Likewise, if I’ve voiced a character in a game or my voice is on a talking book or even a
well-known TV ad – something which is a bit more out there and commented on - it can be
pretty neat…but a lot of voice work isn’t quite so cool and high profile. I’ll often be heard
saying ‘Press 1 for accounts, 2 for sales, 3 to win a cuddly toy!’ etc. However, it is just
brilliant to be able to do something I really enjoy, from the comfort of my home and have
the flexibility to plan my day as I please. That makes me feel very blessed and lucky
indeed.
Regarding the visible high-profile side, well, the Speaking Clock has been a pretty big
deal, I must admit. It thrust me into the public eye with little warning and it’s given quite a
different slant to things over the past 10 years. As someone who is used to being behind
the scenes and has chosen to work in a more hidden way, I soon realised there wouldn’t be

much of that going on!! In so many respects, it’s been a blast. I’ve met lots of lovely
people, done amazing things, experienced what it’s like to be on live TV, radio and on
stage and I’ve pushed through many personal challenges. It’s a journey which has been
worth travelling; a pretty amazing ride, and to have been awarded a place in the British
history books for being associated with such an intrinsic, unique, part of our heritage
…well I have to say I feel incredibly honoured.
It is always rather nice when someone gets excited about my role as the Clock voice –
when I hear people enthuse about it and how they remember it so well from being a kid;
it’s very touching. One young woman said to me some years ago ‘Oh my god…you must
be the most important person in Britain!’ which I thought was so lovely and it really made
me smile. But being in the public eye isn’t without it’s challenges - for me anyway and I’m
sure for many; particularly those who are incredibly famous and known by everyone.
There are nerves involved and things have to be just so and TV, whilst exciting, can
involve a fair amount of exposure and anxiety and for someone who, like me, is a
generally quite a private person, that takes a bit of working out and working through.
But hey…you know what, even that side of things is pretty great. It’s fabulous interacting
with all the different aspects and super people in a generally lovely industry. So, as you
can probably tell by now, I’m a bit of a fan of the job!
2. How challenging was the transition from voiceover artist to novelist?
Well, it hasn’t been so much of a transition really as I started them both together and still
do both at the moment, but there were undoubtedly key changes (and challenges) involved
when my novel was actually published (I did punch the air extremely excitedly when I
held my first paperback in my hand!) I have to say, it’s really great to run both careers
concurrently, and whilst the voiceover career is my daily bread and butter, I must admit I
do look forward to the day when the balance shifts.
I set out to become an author about fifteen years ago and my plan was to get into voiceover
work and use that side to fund my writing… and I ended up enjoying both (very much)
along the way. My goal was to spend my free time writing and build up the voiceover
career during the working day doing both from home…or when travelling, (which is
something I’ll do even more in the future). So perhaps the challenge of any total transition
is yet to come but currently, I can’t see myself not doing the voice work. It may well
change, I may do less, or change the type of work I do so I can focus on the writing…but
right now, it’s all hunky dory!
3. Do you enjoy balancing both of your chosen careers, or have you any preference
between them?
Yes, I do enjoy the balance. I like the variety. I like being (what my old life coach termed
‘a portfolio person’.) I really enjoy doing more than one thing in my work life (my life too)
and that thing has to involve creativity of some kind. However, I guess writing is my
passion, or at least a really big passion. I can write for hours and hours and lose track of

time and it’s not because someone is forcing me to do it, it’s not because I have to write to
pay the bills or because a producer has a deadline and I have to meet his or her timescales.
It’s because I choose to do it and I love building on the ideas I have and getting wrapped
up in the intricacies of a story. Things may change I guess if publishers set me timeframes
but at the moment I set my own goals (or not as the case may be!) and I write when it suits.
Again, I love the freedom to do this. I often write in bed or curled up on the sofa, on my
travels…whenever the mood takes; it’s really great to be able to just pick up the laptop and
write whenever, wherever; it’s very freeing and inspiring… rewarding for sure. I love how
I can just lose myself in a scene, in dialogue and characters, and I get so excited about how
things are going to develop. So, yes, out of the two, as much as I do love the voice work,
the emphasis on that has changed since I started in the industry, the desire has shifted and
writing is what sparks a light within me and fires me up and feeds my soul.

4. Your debut novel Peanuts & Eggcups is a
fabulously massive read compared to
most others within its genre! Was there
any particular reason on your part for
that stylistic choice, and may we hope
that either or both of your upcoming
novels Time & Time Again and Maggie
Ever After shall follow suit?
Ha ha, very tactfully put! - Yes, it is a bit of
a whopper isn’t it! Luckily, I’m told it’s a
page-turner and people generally don’t
want it to end – which is so very lovely
(and a relief!) to hear and it makes me think
I made the right choice in not trying to cut
loads...but I’m probably going to tone down
the length for most of my future novels.
To be honest, Peanuts & Eggcups,
originally Maggie & Co, was my first novel
and took me years to write. I wrote and
rewrote (many times!) and just went where
the story took me. I was determined to learn
my craft – actually, I’m still learning and honing for sure and there’s plenty I’d go back
and rework on Peanuts & Eggcups even now – but that was my debut and I decided
however long or short it turned out, that would be fine. It was about the story and the
journey rather than trying to shoehorn it into what I was told publishers were after. I knew
it was long – hey there’s no getting away from it – but when people started reading it they
didn’t even comment on the length which I thought was a great sign, and my agent said,
for her, it didn’t matter one jot…and that sealed it for me. There are publishers who would
disagree of course, after all with print copies, paper and printing cost money so the more
pages the more cost involved, but I’m not very good at fitting the mould so I just wrote the

story and that was how long it came out. Maggie Ever After looks set to be of a similar
length, simply because I’m matching the style of Peanuts & Eggcups, however I’ve put
that to one side for now as I was drawn to writing Time & Time Again which, whilst in the
women’s fiction genre, is quite a different novel; more where I’m at now. I’m just coming
to the end of the story which is an incredibly exciting point to be at, and I love every
moment of writing it…and again, it’ll be what it’ll be length wise, but I’m thinking it’ll
likely be half the size of Peanuts & Eggcups!
5. What do you feel was the book or series that truly got you hooked on reading?
Oh, it has to be Enid Blyton books as a kid. The Famous Five, and Secret Seven were firm
favourites. I loved, simply loved, the adventures Enid took me on and I was never without
a book of hers. I read and read so much and loved escaping into the world of storyland. I
think my absolute favourites of hers were The Naughtiest Girl books, which I’ve since
started re-reading as an adult. Very amusing to read the hugely different writing style and
language compared with today’s novels, but equally touching to travel down the memory
lane of my younger informative years.
As I grew up, and other things took my interest, my parents were sad that books seem to
have taken a back seat. They were concerned I was losing my interest in reading, but, one
day before school – probably around the age of 12 or 13, I received a package through the
post, which I opened on my walk to the bus stop. There were no details as to who it was
from and, opening it, I discovered it was a Mills & Boon book called For the love of Sara!
Oh my goodness, well, you can imagine, being sent a love story with my name in the
title…I thought some guy had a crush on me! I went through the day thrilled at the
notion…only to find out on returning home that it was Dad who’d chosen it and had it sent
to me – he wanted to get me back into reading. Bless him! And it worked! A bit of a kick
to know I didn’t have a secret admirer but at least I’d got to spend a whole day
daydreaming about my secret love.
Anyhow…from that point on, (guilty pleasure time) I became hooked on Mills & Boon!
Seriously hooked: I read love story after love story, and loved each and every one of them.
I was captivated by the world of swarthy chisel-jawed heroes and waiflike vulnerable
heroines, ha-ha, it was great escapism. I actually read For the Love of Sara again recently
when my lovely man bought it for me as a surprise. I read it in a single session and smiled
at how dated it was, but it still touched my heart as a very special book bought by a very
special man (two very special men in fact) and it got me back into reading.
I must admit there were other reading droughts experienced growing up…after all, life,
living life, can take over somewhat when you’re young but a friend introduced me to the
lovely Jilly Cooper in my early twenties who always wrote a romp of a read and I
whooshed through all her books, so many times! I have dog-eared copies of all the shorter
books Bella, Octavia, Emily, etc. Her other full size paperbacks have a permanent place on
my bookshelves and are literally falling apart! The favourites were Rivals and Riders and
all Jilly’s books have been devoured at least twice! There are pages having fallen out and
no covers on some, but I will never part with them as they started such a journey for me.

Not just the re-ignited and continuing journey of being a reader but the inspiring journey of
being a writer – and for that, I have a lot to thank Jilly for, and indeed all my early and
more recent favourite, uber-talented and inspiring authors.
6. What would be your advice to aspiring writers of satire and other humorous
women’s fiction?
I must admit satire’s not really my bag, I’m a bit more on the personal and emotional side
of humour I think – plus I haven’t much clue on what goes on in the world! So, I’m not
sure if I can help there, but when dealing with humour I would say write something that
really makes you laugh. If you laugh, your readers will too…at least some of them! And
even though you’re writing something funny…bring the emotions in too. Writing in this
genre, from my point of view, means encouraging feelings. Women’s fiction, or any
fiction come to that is about encouraging a reader to travel a very personal journey.
Different authors have different ideas – some do lots of lovely description and not as much
dialogue, others (like me) are very dialogue based and perhaps less deeply
descriptive…and they both work for different audiences. There are no rights and wrongs in
so many respects; different people enjoy different styles of writing, so you can’t please
everyone – so don’t try to.
My point is, you’ve got to do what works for you – what comes from your own heart and
head. It’s really important to find your own style. Don’t set out to copy another author.
You may find you have a similar voice but your uniqueness needs to come out. One would
hope, as a writer or someone wanting to be a writer you would naturally write with your
own voice. The likelihood is that if you didn’t have something fairly unique to say, you
wouldn’t be following this path…but there is quite a lot of samey stuff out there so it’s
good to just feel your way to being an author and find your special style. Fiction, good
fiction, will make people feel – something – whether we’re talking good feelings or bad
feelings. It’s about stirring a reaction from within the readers…something that makes them
gasp, or laugh, or cry or hide under the covers….so if you can feel that same emotion
when writing, I’d say that was a good thing.
Find your own method too. There are many books out there which ‘teach’ people how to
write in different genres and great if they give you advice which works for you – there’s
some fab material out there – but at the end of the day this is your project, your book, your
journey and you need to find the way that works for you. Some people suggest doing
various exercises to get the brain matter working; others say do masses of research. Some
insist you should get dressed in order to write, others say it doesn’t matter where you write
(in bed in your nightclothes!) or others say make sure you work at a desk three times a
week, every morning – whatever - but this is their advice based on what works for them
and perhaps some others they’ve interviewed. What’s ideal for you though?
Follow your own heart and head and do what feels right. And, hey, that can change!
Writing is a wonderfully organic process, and what surrounds it can be organic too. I used
to work from my desk but now bed is my friend, as is my lounge. I prefer to keep writing
and voicing in different rooms as the energy is different – I feel different. But, for me,
freedom and flexibility is key to feeding my soul…so find your sweet spot and be open to
change.

I would say, always keep your writer’s head on. However you get your material and your
ideas, be it from your own experience, from the recesses of your mind or by observing the
world and those in it, just keep a little part of you on alert mode so you can pick up those
wonderful gems for your writing. If you find yourself laughing out loud at something,
remember it; if someone says a phrase you love or if it comes from your own mouth, jot it
down. Find your little tricks of the trade. I text myself nuggets of inspiration or write on
the backs of envelopes and receipts, or straight onto my laptop. It’s incredibly easy to
forget things so act in that moment and you’ll always be able to slot these magical gems in
somewhere.
Again, there are many books out there teaching you how to write, and suggesting
frameworks and talking about methods and story arcs and the like, but whilst they can be
helpful, I always think that every good writer will be able to work things out themselves
just by starting to write and finding out what works for them. The organic process will
help you find your own methods. The perfect place, in my opinion, for a writer to get to is
the point where the writing is just flowing through you without much thought. You’re in a
‘purple patch’. It’s where you write and let go…unconscious writing you might call it.
You’re in the zone, and the words are flying out from within you and you’re working more
on an unconscious/subconscious level rather than consciously. You may have an idea of
where you’re going, but not always, and when the words just come out onto the page and
you’re not even sure where they’ve come from, or if you read your work back sometime
later and go “Where on earth did that spring from?” or “Did I write that?” I’d say you were
bang on track.
We have a wonderful font of information, feeling and understanding within us, so let it
work for you. And as I said, feel your way along. If your reader is meant to laugh, make
sure you’re laughing, if they’re meant to cry, invest those tears etc. If you love your work,
and I mean really love it…others will follow suit…and that is such a wonderful, magical
reward.
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